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Comment: Last year when we played we noticed many of the traps were not filled 
with much sand. Is there any plans for filling the traps with more sand?  This is no 
criticism, just a question. Thanx, we enjoy playing your course. 

  

Answer: 

Good question. 
 
Depending on the time of year and weather conditions the bunker sand changes 
greatly. 
 
For example: after a rain the sand gets compacted by the water moving the sand 
and taking the air space out of the sand and makes it play as if there is very little 
sand.  For the most part it will take three days of dry weather and machine raking 
to get the fluff back into them.  If you played within those days it will seem as if 
there is no sand because they get very firm from the washouts and soil/silt con-
tamination. 
 
We are in transition.  Most of the original 73 bunkers have original sand which we 
try to keep the best we can (fluffy).  You will see several rebuilt bunkers that have 
a different (brown color when new) sand.  This sand stays fluffier longer but can 
give you a fried egg lie until they are at least 6-12 months old.  We are scheduling 
10 bunkers per year for rebuild in either new sand including: complete renovation 
of drainage, gravel, reshaping, new sand, or sod.  Others are being grassed-in to 
give us a more realistic chance of keeping the remaining sand bunkers fluffy.   Our 
goal is to reduce our original sand acreage by 50%. 
 
Not to detail you to death but this is a very good question since most of the com-
ments are about the bunkers and few golfers get a chance to understand golf 



course bunkers.  Golf Course Architects design consider a bunker as a hazard to 
be a (Half Stroke) penalty.   Westchester bunker Trivia:    73 Original bun-
kers.  1526 tons of sand in 2.02 acres of traps. Average life span of a bunker is 7 
years using 217 tons of sand per year for renovation work.  Average complete 
bunker renovation cost is between $350,000 and $500,000   So, 10 bunkers a year 
will keep bunker renovation project indefinitely.  
 
With that said, if you find a particular bunker that you believe does not have 
enough sand let me know.  I will check the depth (scraping the sand to the base 
with a square point shovel) to determine if it a depth problem (where we add more 
sand),  a distribution problem (we physically push the sand where it can be 
washed down as deep as 14" back to the thin areas), or a compaction problem (we 
spend more time double or triple raking). 
 
With the total amount of bunkers and an inexperienced staff it is good to have the 
extra help identifying the ones we need to work on first.  For one bunker I can 
usually give it band aide help in a few days.  To properly renovate them all at the 
same time the math says it will take quite a bit longer.  
 
If you have any more bunker questions let me know.  I have multiple pictures of 
what is underneath the sand and what a renovation entails.  Also, if you are going 
to be around with some significant time, I can pull out the renovation notebook 
with the approximate year your nemesis bunker would go under complete renova-
tion.  I think the schedule goes out about 14 years. 
 
Here is a link to what the USGA has to say about bunkers: 
http://www.usga.org/turf/articles/video/bunkers_not_consistent.html 
 
Mark A. Novotny CGCS 


